
 

 
 
 

 

Career Opportunity 

Role:   Chief Operating Officer*  

Contract:  3-5 days per week (dependent on experience of applicant and discussions) 

Location:  Sydney (interstate travel may be required from time to time)  

Applicants of Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander heritage are strongly encouraged to apply 

 
GO Foundation Story 

Values: Integrity. Equality.  Opportunity. Strength in culture. 

The GO Foundation was founded by Sydney Swans Legends, Adam Goodes and Michael O’Loughlin. 
As proud Aboriginal men, their names are synonymous with integrity, equality and opportunity.  

Although Australia is a land of abundant wealth, many Indigenous Australians face a lack of 
opportunity and access. The GO Foundation provides scholarships to Indigenous students from 
kindergarten through to university, in public and independent schools, to students who live with 
family, in community and on country. Through a GO scholarship, our students access the tools and 
resources they need to ensure their journey through school is as rich and rewarding as possible. 

With their scholarship funds, our students can cover their educational needs, including lap tops, wi-fi 
access at home, sporting equipment, musical instruments, excursions and school trips, and food at 
the canteen. The GO scholarship is an entry point to the GO Ecosystem, a model of collaborative 
impact where our partners work with us to provide GO students with a broad range of opportunities.  

Our partners, including CareerTrackers and AIME, work together to broaden our students’ 
perspectives and provide access to many opportunities including cultural mentoring, homework 
support, leadership training, STEM training, exposure to a broad range of career options, work 
experience and paid internships. Once a GO student, Always a GO student, so this mentoring and 
support continues long after the GO scholarship has ended. 

At the heart of the GO Ecosystem is a burning desire to strengthen our students’ cultural identity - to 
connect them in a meaningful way to their history, culture and heritage. By sharing our students’ 
perspective and their culture with our Ecosystem partners, we hope to create workplaces that are 
truly inclusive and welcoming of all Australians. We do this so that we can all share in the oldest living 
culture in the world. 
 
Chief Operating Officer 
As COO, you will work closely with the CFO and CEO, other GO employees, the Sydney Swans and 
other key partners of the GO Foundation.  You will have dual reporting lines to the CEO and the CFO. 

You will have a commercial mindset, well-developed relationship skills, and strong fiscal management 
skills. You will work closely with the CFO and Sydney Swans Accounts team to manage the end to end 
financial and commercial affairs of the GO Foundation and its interaction with its Ecosystem Partners. 



 

You will have experience with template contracts and legal agreements. You can amend schedules 
and language in the contract to make it fit for purpose.  You can manage contractual relationships, 
renewals, and invoicing resulting from long term contracts. 

You will have strong experience in a start-up environment or a corporate where you had a role that 
was broad and required delivery across a range of outcomes. You have a general understanding of 
what it takes to make a business work – insurance, facilities, technology, legal and financial. 

You are solution oriented and you look forward to everyday being different. You are curious and have 
a learning mindset. You have a can-do attitude and want to join a team that is trying to make a 
difference. 

Your role will be varied and include creating reports and accounts, invoicing and receipting, banking 
and reconciliation, dealing with banks and merchants and building relationships with donors. You will 
also be proactive, always looking for ways to create efficiencies and impact. 

You have a broad range of skills and are looking to develop those further. You have an understanding 
of what it takes to run the operations of an organisation and you are prepared to work across a number 
of different areas. You may also have experience working with CRMs and you may be a certified 
Salesforce user.  

You will be happy to roll up your sleeves and get the work done.  You understand that, as part of a 
small team, we have to share the workload.  We are there for the students and every decision we 
make has their best interests at its heart. 

You will be a person who values relationships and understands that relationships, trust and integrity 
are at the heart of how we act and think at GO.  

Requirements and Qualifications 
• A Tertiary qualification (Law, Commerce or Business preferred) and CA/CPA qualified 
• All levels of experience welcome for the right candidate but ideal is 4-10 years post 

qualification experience in accounts and financial management  
• Some legal/commercial knowledge is a plus 
• You are tech savvy and computer literate but are prepared to learn what you don’t know 
• Advanced knowledge of Excel 
• Advanced knowledge of accounting systems (GP and MYOB) is an asset 

Skills 
• You have a strong sense of attention to detail 
• You are a team player and are ready to roll up your sleeves to get the job done 
• You communicate well, both verbally and in writing 
• You are super organised and welcome the opportunity to organise work flows, processes and 

reporting 
• You have strong opinions but you understand that work is a collaborative process and the best 

ideas are often an amalgamation of many ideas 
• You are keen to learn and grow your skills 

Benefits 
• Competitive salary  
• The opportunity to work closely with the Sydney Swans and GO 
• The opportunity to work flexibly in terms of hours and location, subject to meeting schedules  
• The chance to work with a large range of corporates and Ecosystem Partners 
• A strong program of professional development – both internally and the opportunity to attend 

external courses 



 

• Would suit a parent returning to the workforce or someone looking for a sea change 

What’s Next 
If you’d like to discuss the role further, please send the following documents to our CEO via email 
to organise time for a chat (Attention: Shirley with ‘COO role’ in the subject line) at 
info@gofoundation.org.au ). We’d love to get to know you and learn why you’re keen to explore 
this role with GO. Applications close at 9am on Monday 10 September. 

• A cover letter outlining the following: 
o Who you are? 
o Why is Reconciliation important to you? 
o Your thoughts on something that resonates with you - the Uluru Statement, our 

shared history, an item of Aboriginal heritage, your Ancestry and People, your family 
– you pick! 

o What is your Why?  What gets you out of bed in the morning? 
o Why do you want to join GO? 

• A copy of your CV addressing the skills and requirements listed in this role description 
• A short video telling us why you would like this role and a little about yourself.  Upload the 

video to Vimeo (making it password-protected) or YouTube (privacy setting ‘unlisted’) and 
send the password/link with your application. Videos should be no longer than 60 seconds in 
length and should be shot on your phone (nothing fancy required please). 

We look forward to hearing from you! 

 

*  While this is intended to be an accurate reflection of the role, it is not necessarily an exhaustive list 
of all the requirements or benefits associated with the job. As a result, we reserve the right to revise 
the job description and/or title. 
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